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AGENCY INTERVIEW FORM

Name of Agency

Contact Information

Facts I already know about this agency

Path: I Want to Go to Work
Course: What Resources and Services Can Help 
Me Get a Job?
Lesson: Gathering Your Resources

Instructions: After gathering new resources, select one agency that you are interested in exploring. Complete an in-person, virtual, or 
phone interview and gather answers to the questions on this form. After completing the interview, answer the reflection questions. If 
you are interested in gathering information from more than one agency, you can use this form to guide additional interviews.    

Interview Questions:
Which of the following categories do you provide services for? Check all that apply:

Do you provide support and services to people who live in

                                                                                           ?

What specific services and supports do you offer?  

 □ Advocacy and Independence
 □ Employment
 □ Transportation
 □ Other:                                  

 □ Finances and Benefits
 □ Recreation
 □ Family Supports
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How does a person apply for services or support from you or 
your agency?

How can the supports you provide help me with my goal of 
getting a job?

Other:                                                                                                                       

                                                                                 ________

AGENCY INTERVIEW FORM
Path: I Want to Go to Work
Course: What Resources and Services Can Help 
Me Get a Job?
Lesson: Gathering Your Resources
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Use the information you collected from your interview and the Gathering Your Resources lesson to answer the following questions. 

AGENCY INTERVIEW FORM
Path: I Want to Go to Work
Course: What Resources and Services Can Help 
Me Get a Job?
Lesson: Gathering Your Resources

1. How can the resources you have gathered support you with your goal of becoming employed?

2. Which of the resources you have gathered would you like to use? 

3. Which of the resources you have explored were not a good fit for your needs? 

4. What other types of resources do you feel like you need to find?

5. What are some tools that can help you find the resources you need? 
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